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Overview

• Biggest challenges in food safety

• Review of Canadian regulatory 
changes

• Approaches to assessing risk

• Approaches to managing risk



The Changing Food-Safety 
Landscape

• Complex supply chains

• Consumer demands

• Emerging threats

• Improving epidemiology

• Influence of media

• Litigation

• Regulatory changes

• Criminal prosecutions



Supply Chain Risks
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Risks in the Supply Chain

• Who is in your supply chain?

• Are there unknown sources upstream?

• Do you rely on someone upstream to control major 
risks for you?

• Do your rely on audits?

• Do you have a one size fits all approach to supply 
chain risk control eg COA and third party audit?

• Do you have transportation risks?

• How to balance risk with resources



Changing Science of 
Food Safety

• Drug residues

• Chemicals

• Heavy metals

• New microbes being found

• E. coli O104

• E coli 0121

• Antibiotic resistance

• Real challenges

• Perceived challenges

• Allergens



Changing Science of 
Food Safety

• New risks identified with foods

• Greater capacity to link food with 
illness

• Ability to measure lower levels of 
chemicals

• Improvements in genetic testing

• Whole genome sequencing

• Linking specific isolates with illness



Changing Science of 
Food Safety

• What are the public health impacts

• Low levels of heavy metals

• Allergen thresholds

• Pesticide residue combinations

• Do regulators really understand risk



Consumer Expectations and 
Media Influence

• Consumers expect all types of food will be 
available all the time

• Zero tolerance for unsafe food

• Consumers place responsibility for safe 
food on the producer

• Increased desire for local and unprocessed 
food

• Consumers ability to damage a brand

• Main stream media

• Social media 



Consumers

• Consumer view of science

• Move toward clean labels

• Understanding risks

• Preservatives vs no preservatives

• Thought leaders and “agitators”

• Demonization of processed food



New Regulations

• Food Safety Modernization Act in the 
US

• New regulations in Canada

• Moving from reaction to prevention

• Focusing on corporate responsibility

• Greater consequences

• Holding companies accountable



Regulatory Directions

• FSIS fairly clear on the direction they are heading

– Performance standards

– Physical contaminants

– Focus on Salmonella

• FDA – under a lot of pressure

– FSMA implementation

– Inspector General report

– Lack of understanding of the food industry

– The impact of WGS

– Direction of leadership 



Other Key Players

• Center for Disease Control

• States 

• Consumer organizations

• Congress

• All resulting in more recallS
– Supply chain

– Environmental contamination or RTE

– Labeling issues



FDA Food Recalls – 2014-2016



Top FDA Food Recalls



Top USDA Food Recalls



Litigation

• Let CDC do the work

• Going after the deep pockets

• Strict liability

• Doesn’t matter where you are in the supply chain



Changing Focus in US Food Regulation

• Move from reaction to prevention

• Risk based approach 

– Not all foods create the same level of risk

• Putting the burden on food companies to 
understand and control their risks

• Use of new technology to identify problems

– Whole genome sequencing

• Recalls are common – two or three per day

• Focus on corporate responsibility
– criminal investigations



Office of Criminal Investigations

• 6-5-2 - Referral of Criminal Matters to the Office of Criminal 
Investigations

• The Office of Criminal Investigations (OCI) is responsible for 
reviewing all matters in FDA for which a criminal investigation 
is recommended, and is the focal point for all criminal 
matters. 

• FDA personnel must refer all criminal matters, regardless of 
their complexity or breadth, to OCI. This includes criminal 
search warrants, misdemeanor prosecutions, felony 
prosecutions, and referrals for criminal investigation.



Regulatory Procedures Manual

• Office of Criminal Investigation

• Elevation to the Department of Justice

• Use of the Park Doctrine



Which Authority

• Justice Department follows the same set of guidelines that 
apply to every criminal prosecution.
– Evaluate the nature and seriousness of the offense

– The deterrent effect of the prosecution 

– Culpability of the individuals or entities involved

• If a criminal prosecution 
– Misdemeanor 

– Felony 
• Congress has made introducing adulterated food into interstate commerce a strict 

liability offense, meaning that a company or individual violates the law and can face 
misdemeanor charges whether or not it intended to distribute adulterated food.



The Park Doctrine

• Established by Supreme Court case law

• Provides that a responsible corporate official can be held liable for a 
first time misdemeanor (and possible subsequent felony) under the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

• Does not need proof that the corporate official acted with intent 

• Does not need proof that the corporate official acted with 
negligence

• Even if the corporate official did not have any actual knowledge of, 
or participation in, the specific offense

• A Park Doctrine prosecution refers to a recommended prosecution 
of a responsible corporate official for a misdemeanor violation of 
the Act.



Regulatory Procedures Manual

– Misdemeanor prosecutions, particularly those against 
responsible corporate officials, can have a strong deterrent 
effect on the defendants and other regulated entities



Criminal Investigations

• Peanut Corporation of America

• PCA products were tied to a salmonella outbreak that, according to 
the CDC, led to over 700 reported infections and nine deaths

• Officials misled PCA’s customers about what they had done to test 
their products 

• Covered up the fact that some of the products had tested positive 
for salmonella

• Fabricated certificates of analysis accompanying various shipments 
of peanut products so that the certificates stated that the food in 
the packages was free of pathogens. In fact, there had been no 
testing of the food – or, even worse, tests had revealed that the 
food was contaminated.



Criminal Investigations

• Peanut Corporation of America

– Jury found the defendants guilty of FDCA 
violations, conspiracy, mail fraud, wire fraud and 
obstruction of justice

– PCA’s former president was sentenced to 28 
years in prison

• Largest criminal sentence ever given in a food 
safety case

• The other two defendants who were tried were 
sentenced to 20 years and five years in prison

• wo defendants who pleaded guilty in connection 
with the PCA matter were sentenced to six years 
and three years in prison



Criminal Investigations

• Jensen Farms

• Outbreak of Listeria that resulted in the deaths of 33 linked to 
whole cantaloupes

• They adopted a washing system that was meant for washing 
potatoes

• Elected not to use a chlorine spray to kill certain bacteria 

– The defendants pled guilty to misdemeanor charges and were 
sentenced to probation, six months of home detention, and a 
fine.



Criminal Investigations

• Cheese Manufacturer

• Linked to cases of Listeria 

– Identified through whole genome sequencing and epidemiology

– The company pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor violation of the 
FDCA.

– Obtained civil relief against the two principals of the company, 
which required them to stop producing cheese until they were 
in compliance with the provisions of the permanent injunction 
entered by the court



Criminal Investigations

• Iowa Egg Company

• The company had produced and distributed adulterated eggs that 
led to a nationwide salmonella outbreak, which caused almost 
2,000 reported illnesses

• Misled major customers about the company’s food safety 
practices
– Pleaded guilty to both misdemeanor and felony violations of the FDCA and 

to bribery of a public official

– Ordered to pay a $6.79 million fine and received three years of probation

– The owner and CEO each pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor violation of the 
FDCA and were sentenced to three months in prison, one year of 
supervised release and a $100,000 fine



Criminal Investigations

• Bluebell Ice-cream

– Listeria outbreak

• Chipotle

– Norovirus outbreak

• Dole

– Listeria outbreak



New Regulations

• Food Safety Modernization Act in the US

• New regulations in Canada

• Focusing on corporate responsibility

• Greater consequences

• Holding companies accountable

• Moving from reaction to prevention



Impact on Food Companies in Canada

• FDA regulated farms and facilities

• All growers of fresh produce being imported to the US

• All those manufacturing or processing FDA regulated food 
who are directly importing in to the US

• Biggest changes to US food regulations in over 75 years

• Food for humans and animals





Why Did FSMA Pass Congress?

• Series of major outbreaks

– Spinach - E. coli O157  2006

– Peanut butter – Salmonella 2007

– Pet food – melamine 2007

– Peanut butter – Salmonella 2009

• Desire on multiple fronts to change requirements

– Consumer organizations

– Private sector

– FDA

– Congress



State of Play

• Some authorities were granted when the 
statute was signed in 2011

• Many rules are final

• Some rules are still not final

• Guidance on rules emerging



Rules Enacted Upon Signing 

• Inspection of records

• Suspension of registration 

• Expanded administrative detention

• Authority to require import certificates

• Mandatory recall



Inspection of Records

• Greater access to records

• Need reasonable probability that food will cause a serious 
adverse health consequence

• Records relating to manufacturing, processing, packing, 
receipt, holding or importation

– Consumer complaints

– Testing

• Can expand to other parts of your business



Administrative Detention

• “Credible evidence that food presents a serious adverse 
health consequence” 

CHANGED TO 

• “Reasonable belief food is adulterated or misbranded”

• Lowers the bar to hold food

• FDA has already used this new authority



The Seven New Regulations

– Preventive Controls for Human Food-Final 

– Preventive Controls for Animal Food-Final 

– Produce Safety

– Foreign Supplier Verification

– Third Party Accreditation

– Food Defense

– Sanitary Transport



How Does It All Work

• Basic regulatory requirements
– Preventive control rules (human and animal)
– Produce Rule

• Focus on imported food
– FSVP

• Focus on how to use accredited auditors
– Third party rule – specific areas only

• Other preventive controls
– Sanitary Transport
– Food Defense



Final Preventive Controls Rule          
Key Principles

– Risk based

– Focused on prevention

– Each facility would be required to implement a written food safety 
plan that focuses on preventing “hazards requiring preventive 
controls”

• Identify “Hazards Requiring Preventative Control”

• Implement preventive controls

• Monitor, verify, validate, corrective actions

• Keep records



The Food Safety Plan  
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41
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Foreign Supplier Verification Program

• US importers of FDA regulated food

– Includes farms 

• Will require importers to do the following

– Assess risks in imported foods

– Obtain verification that the imported food

• Has controls for food safety risks

• Meets FDA regulatory requirements

– Keep comprehensive records



Continuous Improvement

Reactive Preventive



Approach to Risk

• Risk assessment

• Risk management 

• Risk communication



New Canadian Regulations



Continuous Improvement

Reactive Preventive



Approach to Risk

• Risk assessment

• Risk management 

• Risk communication



Challenges of  Producing Food Today

• Narrow margins 

• Drive to minimize procurement costs

• Risk of going out of business if there is a food safety problem

• Risk of going out of business if consumers decide they don’t 
like you

• Costly regulatory changes

• Dealing with consumer demands
– High quality

– Low price

– Innovative products with global ingredients

– Zero risk



Approach to Managing Risk

• Limited resources, so need to identify top priority 
risks

• Not all risks are the same

• Some risks are tolerable

• Some risks need to be managed aggressively

• How to approach risk

• Assess the risk

• Manage the risk



Risk Management Approach

Brand

Protection

Regulatory 
Risk  

Operational 
Risk 

Reputational 
Risk 



Operational Risk

• Food safety risks internally and in your 
supply chain that you can control

• Risks from lack of management 
commitment

• Lack of food safety culture 

• Lack of policies and procedures

• Risks from failing to adequately document 
and maintain standards, execute on 
policies,  procedures and expectations

• Risks from failing to be proactive



Regulatory Risk

• Risk from being out of compliance 
with regulations  

• Failing to be compliant with all national or local 
regulatory requirements for food safety

• Failing to properly execute on inspectional 
findings

• Failing to adequately manage recall related events

• Failing to monitor upcoming regulatory changes 
that can adversely impact the business  

• Failing to understand regulatory direction and 
expectations



Reputational Risk

• Risks related to perceptions that impact 
your brand  

• Who are your stakeholders

• Customers, consumes, regulators, media, investors

• Risks that are emerging that we often don’t see 
coming

• Risks driven by the media

• Risks involved from mis-managing consumer, 
customer and/or employee complaints

• Outside groups do not know how good
you are with food safety



Risk Maturity Model
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What Does Good Look Like  

• Operational

• Commit only when you have to

• Reliance on third party audits and/or COAs - not internal 
audits

• Some suppliers not meeting your standards 

• Failure to use Corrective Action Preventive Action (CAPA)

• Poor documentation and training 

• Technology use inadequate 

• Data recorded but not trended and leveraged 



What Does Good Look Like  

• Regulatory 

• Just compliant with regulatory requirements 

• Inadequate  government agency relationship 
developed

• Reputational

• Consumer / employee complaint response is 
reactive; 

• No complaint trending,

• No proactive food safety communications 

• Always done it this way so we don’t need to 
worry



What Does Better Look Like  

• Operational

• Some commitment to food safety – but must be inexpensive 

• Some programs reactive; others proactive based on risk

• Minor noncompliance issues

• Some internal audits 

• Some use of Corrective Action Preventive Action (CAPA)

• Technology / tools leveraged in selected key food safety areas

• Some data trended and used to avoid risks



What Does Better Look Like  

• Regulatory

• Exceed minimum regulatory requirements 

• You understand where regulations are going and 
stay ahead 

• Reputational

• Basic relationship with government agency 
exists at local level

• Some complaint trending is done

• Some mention of food safety on the web site

• Your stakeholders think you are doing OK but 
you don’t talk to them 



What Does Best Look Like  

• Operational

• Full management commitment to food safety

• Proactive; risk based, food safety risk management 

• Strong use of technology to manage risk

• Good training programs Minimal to no compliance issues

• CAPA well developed

• Data trended and leveraged

• Process to ensure ongoing program maintenance

• Looking for the next issue before it happens

• Fully connected with today’s challenges



What Does Best Look Like  

• Regulatory

• Company standards exceed all regulatory requirements

• Connected with future regulatory thinking and policy making

• Influencing regulatory policy decisions

• Reputational

• Thought leader

• Proactive consumer outreach

• Solid food safety presence on web site

• Regular speaker at food safety conferences

• Good relations with media

• Others see you as a company to emulate



Summary

• Food safety professionals have to mange many 
different aspects or risk

• Navigating the current food safety landscape is 
challenging

• Understanding regulatory strategy

• Building relationships

• Prevention focus with strong reactive capabilities

• The need for a strategic and holistic approach

• Have to stay current



Thank You!

Questions?


